HEPTA-Sat Training
Spring short course

Hands-on training

May 21-23, 2020
X-NIHONBASHI, Tokyo, Japan

Participation fee
88,000yen (≒$800)

Application Due
March 31, 2020

How to register?
Please email to
hepta@unisec.jp

What is HEPTA-Sat?

HEPTA-Sat hands-on training course puts it focus on establishing the knowledge of system engineering by going through the whole process of system integration. During this course, students will learn how the system is designed to satisfy a mission, how system’s function is broken down into different subsystem, how to integrate those different subsystem into a fully functioning system, and how to test/debug it once it has been integrated.

Contact

c/o
University Space Engineering Consortium (UNISEC)
Email: hepta@unisec.jp

HEPTA-Sat Web Page